It started on Monday 25th March, when walking to the bus stop near the corner of Glennie St and Gertrude St, North Gosford (UBD Central Coast, page 77, ref G14) I noticed a group on NBN workers poking around the Telstra pit adjacent to said stop, and immediately had a sinking feeling.

My fears were realised upon arriving home that afternoon, when I noticed that I had zero network service and the red “OPTICAL” LED glaring a HAL-like baleful red instead of its usual happy green.  Knowing that this meant loss of optical carrier I assumed that it was a temporary outage, and decided to wait it out; my server logs showed that it would have failed around noon.

Come Tuesday morning, there was still no service; I reset both the NTU and the router to no effect, then called NBN who referred me back to Telstra (apparently I can only deal with the monkey instead of the organ grinder, and no doubt set up by responsibilitiy-avoiding management).

It was extraordinarily difficult trying to explain a technical issue to a non-technical person with a foreign accent (due to my deafness), and insisted upon following an irrelevant script.  NBN was contacted on my behalf who confirmed a fault, and I was promised a phone call and a visit on Wednesday 27th March.

Nobody phoned, and nobody turned up; keep in mind that I was forced to use a pre-paid mobile phone that I rarely use, at expensive rates (I make free local calls on the VoIP landline), and was kept on hold many times (this will become relevant later on).  Upon complaining to Telstra, I received profuse apologies, and the promise of a phone call and a visit on Thursday.

Again, nothing happened.  Upon complaining, it appeared that NBN had no record of being called by Telstra on my behalf, so I received yet another promise of a phone call and a visit for Friday.  By now, email for me would have been bouncing (I run my own email server, under my own domain, on a static IP) and likely being automatically unsubscribed from many mailing lists; I was also unable to complete various volunteer activities via email (luckily I do not, and will not, use “social media”).

An unfortunate side-effect was that I also lost my MacBook’s Calendar service, which is stored in Apple’s iCloud thereby rendering it useless; I have no idea how many appointments that I may have missed etc, but certainly nobody would have been able to email me a reminder, and  many medication alerts could also have been missed.

 I was also unable to upgrade my home LAN to install new servers (software updates, especially security-related, needed to be installed), but at least I was protected from outside attacks thanks to NBN’s utter incompetence, so I suppose that that was a plus…

Come Friday (29th), there was some progress: no phone call, but at least a technician turned up who immediately diagnosed the problem.  

The optical cable servicing my unit had not only been cut at the adjacent pit, but had also been disconnected from the splitter next to the aforesaid bus stop; if NBN wanted to sabotage my service then they couldn’t have done a better job!  The technician was unable to explain just why this happened, but I doubt whether it was local vandalism, given the presence of the aforesaid NBN workers and the requirement of both specialist knowledge and tools; in fact, another technician (whom I personally know) described the cable as being chopped quite neatly, so if vandalism was involved then I am sure that they would’ve taken out the entire pit with an angle-grinder, not just my cable alone.  Vandalism does not say “let’s take out Dave Horsfall’s fibre cable (whichever one it is), at both ends, and leave the rest alone”; I demand to know just why my cable was singled out for such incompetent treatment, as it could only been as a result of an order upon NBN via Telstra (which I certainly did not place).

He proceeded to measure out and attach a new segment, and pull it through; unfortunately, it snagged somewhere and eventually snapped under the tension.  This is where he escalated the problem to “services” (or whatever he called it) because special equipment was required.

I received a call from Telstra on Monday 1st April (an auspicious date?), telling me to expect a visit either that afternoon or the next day.

As I’ve since come to expect, both occasions were a no-show.  Telstra called on Tuesday to check on progress, and I let them know in no uncertain (but polite) terms; they said they’d follow up and call me back on Wednesday 3rd.  True to their promise for once they called, and I was told that NBN would spend all day Friday 5th April to lay the new cable, and that Telstra would call me on Monday 8th to check on progress.

Of course, nobody turned up on the Friday; I remained at home at home all day in the hopeless expectation of yet another promise to be unfulfilled.

Telstra promised to call me on Monday 8th April; as usual they had not, so this is yet another unfulfilled commitment.  To describe this as a “service” would be a vast understatement, but it is becoming typical of what I’ve come to expect from Telstra and their useless outsourced non-technical help-desks.

T$ called Tue 9th Apr; latest promise was Fri 12th, and a no-show as usual, but at least a call enquiring about results after they claimed that my fibre had been reconnected!  I tried to keep my temper (now 3 weeks) and promised yet another enquiry and callback soon.

No, it was not reconnected…  This is incredibly incompetent to the extent that words cannot express what should be a simple job viz: re-connect a cut fibre cable to due NBN’s utter incompetence, and Telstra’s complete failure to ensure that they actually carry out a contracted job.

This is utterly unacceptable service for an organisation that touts itself as a premier provider!

Also, with this extended outage then there go “000” calls which are required by law to be available at all times; being seriously Ill at times I require telephone access from home.

As a result, I have had to result to my ALDI mobile phone (a Telstra re-seller, last I looked) for SMS instead of email and voice calls (both essentially free under my contract).

Due to being placed on hold for ages (can you not afford to employ sufficient staff to answer the phone, or was this a stupid management decision to turn away complaints?) I am even more out of pocket.

Yet another follow-up call failed to materialise, so I was forced to call Telstra on the aforesaid (and expensive) mobile phone on 16th April; I gleefully awaited a call from a case officer named “Jamie” who can expect an earful from me.

“Jamie” called, but did not leave a message; once again, I had to call back (at my expense) to see what was happening, and Telstra promised to call be back some time Wednesday 17th April; this seems to be the modus operandi of Telstra i.e. pretend to call, so that I have to call back at my expense i.e. an excellent way to dissuade customers from complaining.

Telstra indeed called late on the 17th but with no progress; they say they will call me back on Tuesday 23rd with an update, and their excuse this time was that they were trying to discover the fault…  Did you not see the bit where I clearly stated that whoever turned up earlier observed both a cut and unplugged cable?  Are you not feeding your chimpanzees enough bananas?

Just what is so bloody hard about reconnecting a length of fibre cable that was cut by mistake?  You can be sure that both my local Federal MP and her opposition will be hearing from me about this disgraceful incompetence.

In the light of this utter and shambolic incompetence, I am considering referring this case to both Consumer Affairs and the TIO, and it will certainly be publicised via as many media as I can manage; I have been a publicity officer for many organisations, so I know what they are happy to print.

